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2013 was another productive year. We opened every Friday morning,
except for public holidays. The archive success was mainly due to the
work of Friends who research, develop and catalogue the archive
holdings, help with Friday morning sessions and Open Days and
provide specialist knowledge for the archive to draw upon. By the end
of 2013 there were 249 Friends of the Archive.
2013 was a momentous year because of the acquisition of the West
Cornwall Art Archive at the end of 2012 which led to a huge increase
in material about more recent aspects of Newlyn’s Art History,
particularly about the Newlyn Art Gallery and its exhibitions. This has
led to the creation of a separate Art Catalogue that includes the new
acquisitions alongside existing material held in the archive about the
older colony of Newlyn Artists.
2013 has also been memorable for the
number of collections received from people
associated with Newlyn. The most important
of these was the collection of material about
the Curry, Hemphil, Jilbert, Llewellyn,
Matthews, Polgrean, Treleor, Warren &
Webb families from the estate of Mary
Llewellyn who died in Australia in 2012. Eliza
Jane Webb née Warren (1864-1925), Mary’s
grandmother, modelled for artists Walter
Langley and Stanhope Forbes before marrying
John 'Jack' Webb. When family fortunes were
low Jack (a miner by trade) went prospecting
in South Africa and never returned leaving
Mary with her four young children.
In
2013
the
Newlyn
website
designed
by
http://newlynarchive.org.uk/
Gabriella Nonino has proved to be a great
way of communicating with Friends of the
Archive and has also brought us many new
Friends.

The four Archive Open Days in 2013
were highly successful and enjoyable;
based on thematic archive projects they
showed a selection of material from the
archive to a staggering 697 people.
Right: Cynthia 'Mary' Llewellyn and Lawrence George leading
off the Furry Dance at Paul, 1957
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Painters and Posers
Saturday March 2 2013
David Tredinnick coined the term ‘posers’ for
the models used by the Newlyn artists. The 138
visitors to this exhibition were able to assess
the conflicting claims about the identity of some
of the ‘posers’.
They also learned about those who made the
headlines, such as Eileen O’Henry (who posed for
TC Gotch and Laura Knight) and was shot and
killed by her jealous lover in 1914, and husband
of ‘poser’ Annie Payne who was jailed for spying
from The Chalet in the Ropewalk at Newlyn in
1915.
Friend of the Archive, Alan Shears showed
clothes and jewellery worn by some of the
models and Penlee House provided a display
from their collection.
Right: Visitors to the Open Day examine some of the memorabilia
provided by Alan Shears.

Church, Chapel and Playtime,
Saturday April 27 2013
Appropriately, the location of this Open Day about the churches, chapels and other religious
institutions of Newlyn was the main hall in the old Wesleyan Sunday school built in Jack Lane in
1912 alongside the older Chapel built in 1832. When the Sunday school was converted into Trinity
Centre in 2007, a new Sanctuary was built alongside the main hall and the 144 visitors to the open
day were able to see the wonderful woodwork, copper work & stained glass used to create it by
local craftsmen David Need (carpentry), Michael
Johnson (copper) & Victoria Reid (stained glass).
The main exhibition covered the history of the
Anglican Church of St Peter’s, the Wesleyan Chapel
at Trinity and the two Primitive Methodist Chapels,
the Ebenezer in Boase Street and Centenary at
Bellevue. Religion was a vital part of people’s lives in
days gone by and the churches and chapels were
there to support people at the critical times of birth,
marriage and death but they also played an important
part in the social life of the times. They hosted many
clubs and organised visits and events; they had their
choirs and pantomimes and provided the venues for
pantomimes and amateur dramatics.
Right: The Wesleyan Band of Hope Banner was on show at the
exhibition.
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Fishing Out of Newlyn
Friday and Saturday July 5-6 2013
The 263 visitors who attended this two-day event were able to
explore the history of the harbour, the fish market, and the
fishing boats (including the famous PE 233 Mystery and PZ 87
Rosebud). Many of the photographs come from the collections of
people whose history is closely tied to Newlyn. From Margaret
Williams’ collection was a picture of the Newlyn fisherman’s choir
(shown above) that sung at Whitby in 1885 to raise funds to build
the South Pier.
Maurice Bishop’s
photos of Newlyn
fishmarket taken
during his fortyyear service there
include the photograph of Princess Diana’s visit to
open the new Fish Market (above). Billy Stevenson
provided pictures of FR 242 Efficient, which was
converted by the Stevenson family for trawling in
1938, and became PZ 513 Excellent after the war.
Alongside the exhibition, visitors looked at some
of our archive display books showing the growing
PZ Fishing Boat data base which Linda Holmes has
developed and Mike Butts showed his latest book
about PZ fishing boats.
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The Newlyn Art Industries
Saturday November 16 2013
A bumper 152 visitors enjoyed the
exhibition of old photos and historical
memorabilia set out to show that Newlyn
was once a National Centre for the Art
Industries. Starting with the artists of the
Newlyn Colony who began the Newlyn
Industrial Class, the exhibition moved to
the Newlyn Art Metal Industry that was
responsible for the wonderful Newlyn
Copper that is much sought after today.
During the 1950s Newlyn was the home
of nationally acclaimed potteries like Maggi
Fisher’s Celtic Pottery, Alan Brough’s
pottery in Duke St, Dennis Lane’s Newlyn
Harbour Pottery at 58 Strand, Peter
Ellery’s Tremaen Pottery on the Norrad
Slip and Benny Serota’s Troika Pottery in the Fradgan.
Friends of the Archive showed examples of Newlyn copper and pottery and much to the
visitor’s delight, we played some old gramophone records made by Brenda Wootton who once
worked at Tremaen Pottery.
Below: Goff Johns with some of his collection of Newlyn Copper which he showed at the Open Day. Goff is the grandson of Tom
Batten who together with John Payne Cotton ran the Newlyn Copper Works between the two World Wars.
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